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Project Description and Outcome
First responders need trustworthy devices that protect their information and activities when assuming different roles. In
non-crisis contexts, such devices could separate normal activities from those requiring transient trust, e.g., banking,
health care and personal data management. But, during an emergency, the first responder may be need to access data
owned by other government agencies or even by private parties. They may sometimes be required to temporarily
access highly classified information. Such information sharing is possible when the data providers are able to control
how and when their information can be used.
New software separation kernel technologies, when coupled with hardware extensions for security, can be enhanced
with communications and functional support that provides an essential building block for the secure management of
local and/or remote information in multiple contexts. The SecureCore project combines advanced research in
hardware and software security architectures, protected communications, and mobile device security, while broadening
educational opportunities in these areas.
The SecureCore architecture is based on tightly integrated and co-designed security-aware processor, secure kernel
and a small set of secure network protocols. Security-aware processor (SP) architecture extensions provide
mechanisms for remote trust and protect data with trust for key-management, confidentiality and integrity rooted in
hardware. Its least privilege separation-kernel and trusted services software enforce mandatory access control and
securely manage resources. The tight integration among hardware, software and communication, makes the
architecture secure by design.
The SecureCore architecture is fundamentally different from existing systems as it enables transient trust and controlled
sharing of critical information, which is absolutely required by first responders who must address emergent threats and
attack scenarios. Its ease of integration with existing systems permits SecureCore technology to serve as a platform for
future civilian and military mobile computing/communication devices.
This figure depicts a public service worker using a SecureCore-enabled PDA for normal office
activities. As a result of an emergency alarm received through the device he or she is able to access
critical sensitive information needed for different roles such as a fire fighter, paramedic and
investigative field agent.
